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Background
Why we consider the bounded-confidence opinion dynamics?
 DeGroot model: Assume there are n agents in the network, each agent i has an

opinion xi(t) ∈(0,1) updated by

xi (t  1)   j 1 wij x j (t ), W  [ wij ] is a row-stochastic matrix
n

The network associated to W is connected

x1 () 

 xn () (Consensus)

 Challenge: The social network is connected; however the opinion consensus is

hard to reach

Six degrees of separation

Conflict of opinions
Pictures from internet
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Background
 One possible reason: one individual may be not willing to accept the opinion of

another one if he/she feels their opinions have a big gap.

Chinese proverb: If you drink with a bosom friend, a thousand cups are too few.
If you argue with a man, half a sentence is too much.

 Bounded-confidence (BC) models: one individual is willing to accord influence to

another only if their pair-wise opinion difference is below a threshold
Representative models: Deffuant-Weisbuch (DW) model, Hegselmann-Krause (HK) model
Pictures from internet
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Introduce to Deffuant-Weisbuch (DW) model
DW (Gossip) model (Advances in Complex Systems, 3:87-98, 2000):


(1  u ) xi (t )  ux j (t ), if | xi (t )  x j (t ) | ri
xi (t  1)= 
otherwise

 xi (t ),

The same update equation to agent j.
r1 =

 rn ,
agent i

agent j

agent i

agent j
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Existing results and unsolved problems
 Currently, theoretical analysis of DW model focuses on homogeneous case
Lorenz (2005) proved the convergence of homogeneous DW model

Zhang and Chen (2015) estimated the convergence rate of homogeneous DW model
Como and Fagnani (2011), Zhang and Hong (2013)… considered modified DW models

 Analysis of heterogeneous DW model is lacking, and the proof of its convergence

is still open
Difficulties: the topology is directed, random, and coupled with the state
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Convergence of heterogeneous DW model
Without loss of generality we assume r1  r2 

 rn  0

Theorem: For the heterogeneous DW model with u≥1/2 and any initial opinions,
i) there exists a random vector x * satisfying xi *  x j * or | xi *- x j * | >max{ri , rj }, i  j ,
such that x(t ) almost surely (a.s.) converges to x * as t  
ii) E||x(t)-x*||2  nc

 t



 2(T 1) 

n  8u (1  u ) 
 1 

4
n(n  1) 

t /2 

，

 
rn    1  rn 
2T
where T : (n  1) 1  log1u   
 and c : 1  T
2
r
(1

u
)
r
n (n  1)T
1 
n 
 
Remark: We provide the convergence and convergence rate for Heterogeneous DW model with u≥1/2
The convergence of heterogeneous DW model with u<1/2 is still unsolved
G. Chen, W. Su, W. Mei, and F. Bullo. Automatica, 114:108825, 2020
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Some corollaries for consensus
Assume u≥1/2. Without loss of generality we assume r1  r2 

 rn  0

Corollary 1: If r1≥1, for any initial opinions the heterogeneous DW model reaches
consensus a.s.
Corollary 2: Assume the initial opinions are uniformly and independently
distributed in [0,1]n, then the heterogeneous DW model reaches consensus a.s. if
and only if r1≥1.

G. Chen, W. Su, W. Mei, and F. Bullo. Automatica, 114:108825, 2020
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Key steps of the convergence proof


We adopt the method of “transforming the analysis of a stochastic system into
the design of control algorithms“ first proposed by (G. Chen, IEEE TAC, 2017).
1、Construct a DW-Control system:
The DW-Control system is same as the DW model except at each time, the agent pair
for opinion update is not selected randomly but instead treated as a control input
Comparison:

DW model: stochastic model without control input
DW-Control system: deterministic model with control input
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Key steps of the convergence proof
2、Build a connection between DW model and DW-Control system:
Definition: Let S  [0,1]n be a state set. Under the DW-control system, S is said to be finite
time reachable from any initial state if for any x(0) ∈ [0,1]n, we can find a sequence of
control inputs such that min{t: x(t) ∈S} has a uniform upper bound.

Lemma (Connection between DW model and DW-control system): Let S be a state set.
Assume S is finite-time reachable from any initial state under the DW-control system. Then,
under the DW model, S is finite time reachable a.s. from any initial state .
There exist control inputs such
that S is reached in finite-time
under the DW-control system

Lemma

S is finite-time reachable
a.s. under the DW model
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Key steps of the convergence proof
3、 Define Maximal-Confidence Clusters
Recall that r1  r2  rn  0 . For any opinion state x,
Let C1(x) be the set of the agents that can connect
to agent 1 directly or indirectly with r1;
Let C2(x) be the set of the agents that can directly or
indirectly connect to the agent with the maximal confidence in {1,…,n}\ C1(x); …
We call C1(x), C2(x),… as maximal-confidence clusters
Let D(x) denote the maximal diameter among all maximal-confidence clusters.

4、Design control inputs such that D(x(t+K))<D(x(t))
(This process is complex and we skip the details here)
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Introduce to Hegselmann-Krause (HK) model


HK model is another well-known bounded-confidence opinion dynamics:
Assume there are n agents. Each agent i has a confidence bound ri and an opinion xi(t)
∈[0,1] updated by
 xi (t  1) | Ni (t ) |1  x j (t )

jNi ( t )
,

 Ni (t )   j :| xi (t )  x j (t ) | ri 


i  1,

, n, t  0

If r1= …=rn, called homogeneous HK model; otherwise, called heterogeneous HK model

rmin  0.02, rmax  0.04

rmin  0.03, rmax  0.15

rmin  0.1, rmax  0.25

R. Hegselmann and U. Krause, J. Artificial Societies and Social Simulation, 5(3):1-33, 2002.
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Existing results and unsolved problems
 Currently, theoretical analysis of HK model focuses on homogeneous case
Convergence and convergence rate of homogeneous HK model (Blondel, Hendrickx, and
Tsitsiklis, 2009,2010; Touri and Nedic, 2011; B. Chazelle, 2011;…)
Varieties of the homogeneous HK model (Morarescu and Girard,2011; Motsch and
Tadmor,2014; Wedin and Hegarty, 2015)

 Analysis of heterogeneous HK model is few, and the proof of its convergence is
open (Mirtabatabaei and F. Bullo, 2012)
Important progresses: Convergence of heterogeneous HK model has been proved under
some connectivity conditions (Etesami and Basar, 2015), or if the confidence bound of each
agent is either 0 or 1 (Chazelle and Wang, 2017)
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The noisy heterogeneous HK models
We consider 4 types of noisy heterogeneous HK models:
 Heterogeneous HK Models with Environment Noise (exogenous factors, such as

T.V., blogs, newspapers, …)
Without global information:

xi (t  1) | Ni (t ) |1



jNi ( t )

x j (t )  i (t ),

where i (t )  [ , ] is a bounded noise with   0 being a constant
With global information (average opinion or background opinion):
1  i
xi (t  1)  i xave (t ) 
 x j (t )  i (t ),
| N i (t ) | jNi (t )

1 n
where i  (0,1) is a weighting factor,xave (t )=  x j (t ) denotes the average opinion
n j 1
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The noisy heterogeneous HK models
 Heterogeneous HK Models with Communication Noise (individuals may not

accurately express their own opinion or understand the opinions of others)
Without global information:
xi (t  1) | N i (t ) |1



jNi ( t )

 x j (t )+ ji (t ) ,

where  ji (t )  [ , ] is a bounded noise with   0 being a positive constant， ii (t )  0

With global information (average opinion or background opinion):
xi (t  1)  i xave (t ) 

1  i
  x j (t )+ ji (t ) 
| Ni (t ) | jNi (t ) 

Assumptions: 1. Confine the values of agent’s opinions to the interval [0, 1].
2. Assume the joint probability density of environment (or
communication) noise has a positive lower bound
18

Key steps of theoretical analysis


We adopt the method of “transforming the analysis of a stochastic system into
the design of control algorithms“ first proposed by (G. Chen, IEEE TAC, 2017).
1、Construct HK-Control systems:
HK model with environment noise：
xi (t  1) | N i (t ) |

1



jNi ( t )

x j (t )  i (t ),

where i (t )  [ , ] is a bounded noise
with   0 being a constant

HK-contol system：
xi (t  1) | N i (t ) |1



jNi ( t )

x j (t )  ui (t )  bi (t ),

where ui (t )  [   ,   ] is a control input，
bi (t )  [ ,  ] denotes the parameter uncertainty,

 is a small enough positive real number

2、Build a connection between noisy HK model and HK-Control system:
Lemma: Let S be a state set. For any initial state, if we can find a sequence of control
inputs {ui(t)} such that S is finite-time robustly reachable under the HK-control
system, then, under the noisy HK model, S is finite time reachable a.s. from any
initial state .

3、Design control inputs (skip the details)
19

Result of phase transition
Let dV (t )  max | xi (t )  x j (t ) | ，d V = limsup dV (t ). Set rmin  min ri , rmax  max ri
i , jV

i

t 

i

Theorem: Consider the heterogeneous HK model with environment noise. For any initial
opinion, a.s.
if   rmin / 2
 2

d V  min{2 ,1}
1


if   rmin / 2
if   max{rmin / 2, rmax / n}

rmin  0.05
rmax  0.45

n=20,η=0.025(critical point)
d V =0.05=2

n=20, η=0.1 (supercritical point)

n=4, η=0.1

d V =1

Remarks: 1. When n is large, d V has a phase transition at η=rmin/2
2. Small noise can lead to quasi-synchronization of opinions
3. The maximal opinion difference depends on the minimal confidence threshold,
which may be the reason why the synchronization of opinions is hard to reach in reality
G. Chen, W. Su, S.Y. Ding, and Y.G. Hong. IEEE Trans.Autom. Control, 65(8):3409-3424, 2020
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Simulations: Noise lead to quasi-synchronization

HK model without noise

HK model with small environment noise
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Results of phase transition
Heterogeneous HK Model with environment noise and global information:
if   rmin / 2
 2
dV 
 min{c , w ,1} otherwise

Homogeneous HK Model with communication Noise:
 2 (n  1)

n
dV  
1


nr1
2(n  1)
otherwise

if  

Heterogeneous HK Model with communication noise and global information:
(n  1)(2  wi  w j )

 max
n
d V  i j
 min{b ,1}
 ,w


if   min
i j

nri
(n  1)(2  wi  w j )

otherwise

G. Chen, W. Su, S.Y. Ding, and Y.G. Hong. IEEE Trans.Autom. Control, 65(8):3409-3424, 2020
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An interesting phenomenon
For heterogeneous HK model with environment noise and global information, raising
confidence thresholds of constituent agents may break quasi-synchronization

𝑛 = 4, 𝜂 = 0.1, 𝑥(0 = (0,0.5,0.5,1

1 1 1 1
( r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 )   , , , 
3 3 3 3

1
1
(r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 )   ,1,1, 
3
3
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Conclusion

 Heterogeneous DW model
Convergence, convergence rate, consensus probability

 Noisy Heterogeneous HK model
Analysis with environment or communication noise, with or without
global information

Thank you very much for your attention!
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